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Introduction

I Theme 3 intended to work on exploring the parameters of the
imaging tools to identify possible efficiency savings.

I We changed focus to three main areas:
I Processing of SKA Scale Datasets
I Tutorials On The Usage of Imaging Packages and Data Format

Conversions
I Non-imaging, Time Domain Analysis of MWA data



SKA-Scale data flow

I One of existing projects between ICRAR and SHAO is to
generate SKA-Scale data processing

I Simulate correlator [OSKAR & TianHe] → Ingest [?] →
Process in SDP-Style [DALiuGE]

I We made significant progress on this, with simulations made
during the meeting, using the dockers:
Processed using:

I wsclean
I casapy
I ASKAPSoft

Processed producing:
I Channel averaged maps
I Taylor term maps
I Spectral index maps

The latter had a special purpose:



SKA-Scale Simulations
I GLEAM image of Cen-A is the basis of the model
I Model consists of 128 thousand components (!!!)
I With physical extent and Spectral Indices
I Currently only a few channels ; will be scaled out on TianHe

Figure 1: a) The Sky Image of Cen-A, as imaged from the SKA-Mid
simulation, at 100MHz b) The SI Image of Cen-A



Data format conversion

Converting bespoke format simulation data into UVFITS/MS for
standard package processing

I Convert HDF5 file to UVFITS with all informations.
I Compute the uvw cooridnates

I Convert UVFITS to Measument Set(.ms) in order to use
CASA, ASKAPsoft

I For example, CASA.ms.fromfits(”3C273XC1.MS”,
”3C273XC1.fits”)



Non-imaging Analysis

I Timing information: flux densities, polarization measurements
I Objectives:

I Variability studies
I Identification of connected regions in stacked power spectra

(baseline, frequency channel, time of reception)

I Timing analysis: (statistical significance testing, spectral
smoothing)

I Fourier periodogram
I Wavelet periodogram



Non-imaging Analysis
I RFI and transient studies:

I Power spectra (per baseline) as a function of frequency
channel and time of reception

I Wavelet thresholding: reduce noise floor and weak RFI,
identify strong RFI (e.g. RFI mask)

I Stacking power spectra into data cubes
I Connected regions: signal evolution, RFI patterns,

de-dispersion for real signals to identify transients

Figure 2: Power spectra per frequency channel at a reception time (single
baseline) before and after wavelet thresholding.



Future Work

I Further transient studies - moving the algorithms into a fast
imaging pipeline for pulsar and transient detection with
SKA-LOW/MWA

I Continue SKA scale simulation studies

I Collaboration in interfacing simulations with ASKAPSoft.
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